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Abstract:
The estimation of multiple structural break models is usually associated with
identification of spurious break points, which are identified by universal algorithms.
This leads to overvaluation of structural distress in financial markets represented by
data series. The paper is focused on an estimation of the new index, which
incorporates results of Student, Bartlett, GLR, Mann-Whitney, Mood, Lepage,
Kolmogorov-Smirnov and finally Cramer-von-Mises tests statistics together. The new
measure is named Structural Distress Index and evaluates a probability of structural
break occurrence based on estimations of proposed models.
SDI values show that Czech and Polish stock markets went through more instable
period in 1990s than at the beginning of the global financial crisis in 2007. SDI
measure is straightforward and can be easily explained, the highest values of SDI can
identify the most important break points of the research period, which starts in year
1993 and ends in year 2014. Universality of SDI offers its further extension and
application to further research of financial markets.
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1 Introduction
In a standard linear econometric approach we assume that a relation between
variables is not changing over time. However this approach is usually too simplistic,
because in real conditions there are some events, which can influence the substance
of economic relations of financial markets, which are manifested in data series.
Structural changes can identify whether relationship between dependent and
explanatory variables changes over time. When we employ structural change
analysis we improve efficiency of estimates, we can switch between different
regimes in different time horizons and we can still keep the same linear econometric
approach as in Hansen (1992). This offers a great opportunity to use this universal
approach of econometric research in many fields. Structural changes and parameter
instability is being researched in various scientific disciplines e.g. economics Stock
and Watson (1996), ﬁnance Andreou and Ghysels (2002), political sciences Piehl et
al. (2003) or biostatistics Muggeo (2003). The tests can be very helpful in time of
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sudden structural changes. The best example in economics is represented by starting
crisis, when a switch from one regime changes to another. Other example can be
perceived in opposite event, when crisis phase out and a situation is being stabilized.
We focus our analysis on stock markets in Central European region, namely we
compare Warsaw Stock Exchange and Prague Stock Exchange. Stock markets are
represented by WIG30 and PX indices. We analyse possibilities of common
structural break points, which could have occurred simultaneously on both markets.
While there are many structural break tests it is very difficult to compose their
results together. In Princ (2014) it was proved that one of the main problems in the
field of applied structural break theory is identification of higher number of break
points than we can statistically confirm. Early mentioned challenges were an
inspiration for an establishment of a new measure. The new measure is named
Structural Distress Index and should offer a new way of aggregation of results and
understanding of the internal behaviour of stock markets represented by adequate
data series, which should solve mentioned drawbacks and could show the actual
tendency of structural distress on financial markets.
2 Literature Review
When structural breaks are researched there are two basic meanings changes in
structure. There could be either economic point of view explaining a shift in
economy represented some important moment e.g. economic crisis, economic
integration, or econometric point of view which describes a shift in time series
resulting in different coefficients, various volatility levels. The structural change can
be understood as either qualitative or quantitative, for more detailed discussion
about the topic we recommend Kuan and Hornik (1995).
Structural change in econometric terms can be determined by endogenous change in
data sets analysed in many studies including Zivot and Andrews (1992), Perron
(1997) or Harvey et al. (2001). When structural break points are analysed we assume
that position of break point is unknown as in Andrews (1993).
There are various structural break point tests. We can distinct a class based on
identified processes including e.g. sequential probability ratio test in Wald (1945),
Cumulated Sum test/control chart (CUSUM) as in Page (1954), recursive CUSUM
test of Brown et al.(1975), ﬂuctuation tests for structural changes introduced in Kuan
and Hornik (1995), maximum likelihood method of structural break identification
established in Hjort and Koning (2002). Other extensive class of structural break
point tests is based on computed critical values of various tests statistics for
sequences of data series. This class of tests is aimed at identification of changes of
predetermined parameters and their results are more straightforward than changes in
general framework based on process identification. Other advantage of this class is
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higher number variants, which can be well suited to different conditions. However
this advantage results into higher variety in output and possible over-identification.
When we use more methods we arrive to higher number of statistically significant
break points. While one method can identify structural break point at one position,
other method can just slightly shift the break point. This results into uncertainty,
which method we should use. We would like to introduce methodological approach,
which will eliminate this uncertainty and moreover utilise all information gained
from estimations of various tests. We introduce aggregation of results establishing a
new measure describing a propensity of data series to structural break.
While the indicator should display a probability of structural change, which can be
understand as a distress in a data series we name the index “Structural Distress
Index”. Indexation of data structure was used earlier in “Structural SIMilarity Index”
(SSIM) developed by Wang et al. (2004), which focused on similarities of data sets
representing image output arriving to different conclusions than newly proposed
index.
3 Methodology
During analysis of time series detecting of structural changes regression
relationships has been a focus in various econometric studies. We can distinguish
many types of tests on structural changes e.g. Student test, Mood test, MannWhitney test, Lapage test and many other tests devoted to testing of fluctuations.
The researched class of structural break tests can be further divided into two main
groups. The first group is assuming Gaussian distribution of data series, while the
other tests release the assumption. We will discuss two major types of structural
change point models, the first class will include statistics testing Gaussian (or
normal) sequences of data samples, while the other group will be associated more
general framework including Non-Gaussian data sequences, when the distribution of
data can be unknown. Thus we distinguish between Gaussian and Non-Gaussian
structural break test types, but SDI is not limited to use only these classes and can be
further extended as will be further discussed.
3.1 Gaussian Sequence Models
In this chapter we will be aiming at parametric and non-parametric change point
models including F-statistic, Student-t test and Bartlett test statistic. We would like
to start with the most common tests based on traditional F-statistic. F tests are
testing null hypothesis of no structural change against an alternative of existence of
multiple parameters, which is consistent with Andrews and Ploberger (1994) and
Chow (1960). The basic alternative can be defined in a following way as in (1), this
idea of instable parameters is also used in other test statistics:
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In our work we employ Student-t test statistic, as in Hawkins et al. (2003), which is
used in order to detect mean changes in a Gaussian sequence. And finally we use
Bartlett test statistic defined in Snedecor and Cochran (1989) and further improved
in Hawkins and Zamba (2005), which is aimed at variance changes detection. The
description of Bartlett test statistics is below in equation (2).
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3.2 Non-Gaussian Sequence Models
In Non-Gaussian class models we employ Generalized Likelihood Ratio, Mood,
Mann-Whitney U, Lepage, Cramer-von-Mises and finally Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
statistics.
Generalized Likelihood Ratio is described below:
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i, j
where i, j
is defined as a maximum likelihood estimator of the variance
of the sequence of data and plugged into (3), for further details we refer to Hawkins
and Zamba(2005). The test is used in order to detect possible both mean and
variance changes in a Gaussian sequence of data.
The Mood test statistics measures to which extent the rank at each point deviates
from its expected value, for further details we refer to Mood (1954). We can define
test static in (4) as below:
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Mann-Whitney U test proposed in Mann and Whitney (1947), where we compute U
test in (5) as a sum of test statistics for two individual samples:
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Lepage test proposed in Lepage (1971), can be defined as a sum of squared MannWhitney and Mood statistics in (6):

L U2  M 2 ,

(6)

Cramer-von-Mises test statistics is defined below as a result of maximization
process defined in (7).
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For further details we recommend Anderson (1962) and extension for multiple Ross
and Adam (2012).
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistics we use is in a form as in Feller (1948) and Ross
and Adam (2012), the definition is below in equation (8).
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For further information about used test statistics and their exact application in
parametric and non-parametric we refer to Ross et al. (2011) and Ross and Adam
(2012).
3.3 Structural Distress Index
High number of different structural test statistics makes it difficult to find out, which
structural breaks should be identified as the most important. There are usually two
reasons for this improper identification. At first routines using a single test statistics
can identify multiple breakpoints, secondly when we use more test statistics it is
difficult to distinguish which should be prioritized. Thus this paper is focusing on
understanding and combining of results of various structural break tests in order to
make a guide through a probability of structural break point occurrence. We would
like to offer a new way how to incorporate various results into one and
straightforward outcome. This leads to proposal of new “Structural Distress Index”
or SDI based on probabilistic approach described in further chapters. SDI is
constructed in order to show a probability that a structural break occurs. Our SDI is
composing together outputs from Student, Bartlett, GLR, Mann-Whitney, Mood,
Lepage, Kolmogorov-Smirnov and finally Cramer-von-Mises tests statistics. Thus
we are employing information from 8 individual models together, which would be
otherwise very problematic.
While there are many types of models describing change-points or changes in
structures of data samples, it is very difficult for researches to perceive outcomes
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from more models in some complex overview. Thus we propose a new way how to
utilize output of all previously mentioned using Structural Distress Index (SDI). At
first we identify structural change points using each of n models and receive vector,
which is constituted from individual structural break points, which are a part of the
whole data sample D as in:

Vi  vij , vij ,

, vij  ; i  1,

, n  ; j  1,

, m  ; vij  D ,

(9)

While structural break point occur at one point, during construction of SDI we

c
assume that we have n  m sets of individual components nm defined as follows:
cnm | Xij ~ N (vij,1),

(10)

We suppose that X ij is a discrete random variable where:

 Pr( X

ij

 u)  1 ,

(11)

u

SDI is then constructed as a sum of all perceived probability density functions and
divided by a correction factor f c . In our case we distribute the probability over 5 day
horizon. We assume that occurrence is

fc  n  max Pr(Xij  u); i  1,

, n; j D ,

(12)

This definition of correction factor offers that the SDI coefficient stands in an closed
interval from 0 to 1, SDIt  0;1 . The principle of SDI computation is similar to
CUSUM test statistics as in Ploberger and Kramer (1992), but inclusion of
correction factor ensures in computational stability. In our initial phase of research
we defined correction factor as equally weighted, but this does not limit its usage for
more general cases like geometric mean or others.
The final form of Structural Distress Index is defined at each point of the whole data
sample as below:
n

SDI t 
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it

 t)
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This normalization method also ensures that SDI can be interpreted as a propensity
to occurrence of structural break in the data sample. SDI is not correlated with other
values and shows additional information about data sample, which can be used in
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further scientific analysis and research of various statistics or models. The definition
described above ensures the universality of SDI for further extensions.
4 Data
All following data series are captured on a daily basis, which is a suitable
application for medium-to-long term strategies.
Observed data samples start from 7th September 1993 and 1 March 2014. This
means that a very long history of stock markets is being analysed this includes initial
periods after privatization, internet bubble or global financial crisis. Precise
descriptive statistics are available in Appendix.
Data estimated in the routine were calculated in a logarithmic form of returns as is
described in a relation below (25).

rt = log  pt / pt 1  100 ,

(14)

pt stands for closing value of computed index. This means that input values
r
of national stock indices were transformed into daily returns t .
where

5 SDI Estimate
In this chapter we show actual values of Structural Distress Indices for Czech a
Polish markets. We will show how we can relate value of SDI with number of
breakpoints and we will describe common different features of analysed markets.
Comparison of Figures 1 and 2 shows an interesting result that global financial crisis
did not increase SDI or rather a propensity to structural breaks. We can clearly
identify that for both markets their initial phase of growth in 1990s was more
intensive period of time when structural break s occurred. The most consistent
structural breaks occurred before internet bubble in 1990s and after the global
financial crisis in period between 2008 and 2011.
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Fig. 1: SDI for PX index

Source: Thomson Reuters, authorial calculation.

Fig. 2: SDI for WIG30 index

Source: Thomson Reuters, authorial calculation.

We can interpret high SDI values as consistent identification of structural break
points, when SDI is over 0.7 it means that cumulated probability from all used
structural break point tests is over 70 % for Warsaw Stock Exchange and even over
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80 % for Prague Stock Exchange.1 Exact maximum values are available in
Appendix. This result is very desirable, because we can confirm that structural break
models are capable of a high consistency. This offers opportunity for further
research when number of breakpoints is decreased and loner sub-samples are being
analysed. As was shown in Princ (2014) a high number of spurious breakpoints is a
very important problem of researched class of models and thus SDI is a very
promising remedy to this problem. SDI is capable of an automatic exclusion of nonconsistent breakpoints.
In the next section we will show how we can relate value of SDI with number of
possible structural break points. We can confirm the indirect proportion between
value of SDI and number of possible break points on Figure 3. It is also interesting
that while WIG30 tends to be more instable2 on low values of SDI its higher values
of SDI propose similar number of breakpoints.
Fig. 3: Relation between Value of SDI and Number of Possible Break Points

Source: Thomson Reuters, authorial calculation.

More precise description of output is described in the Table 1. We can see that
number of breakpoints is steadily decreasing with increasing SDI, which marks a

1
2

The SDI can be 1 at maximum in a case that all structural break point tests identify the same break
point.
We refer to stability or instability tendencies based on definition of SDI, which can be characterized
as propensity to structural change and thus also a propensity to instability.
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barrier between more or less breakpoints. More detail information about SDI is
available in Appendix, which describes positive skewness and kurtosis.
Tab. 1: Relation between Value of SDI and Number of Possible Break Points
SDI

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

PX

630

277

132

68

32

15

6

3

0

WIG

848

381

135

32

24

13

8

2

0

Source: Thomson Reuters, authorial calculation.

6 Conclusion
We have shown that SDI is an effective tool, which can incorporate output from
different structural break models in straightforward and clear form. In the initial
phase of development we showed that break point occurrence was not increased in
the beginning of the global crisis, but rather after its peak in 2008. The interpretation
of SDI offers new information about analysed data series and aggregates output of
various models into a single output.
Universality of SDI offers further inclusion of more structural break point models.
Their role can be adjusted by adjustment of correction factor, which can be
represented by geometric mean, median or other measures. In contrast to SSIM by
Wang et al. (2004), SDI can perceive changes of internal structure of data series and
reveal possible errors of non-robust estimations in advance. We encourage to use
SDI for preliminary data analysis, which can reveal some inherent data irregularities
and improve consistency of estimations.
We have shown that structural instability was inherent in initial phase of researched
stock market in 1990s, when median SDI values were revealed, but SDI also
reached its peak values. Preliminary results of SDI can be perceived as a prospect of
future research of multi-model estimations.
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Appendix:
Data Statistics
Mean

SD

Media

MAD

Min

Max

Skewness

Kurtosis

PX

852.02

411.83

780.2

457.31

316

WIG

1925.6

727.02

1797.3

794.05

SDI PX

0.04

0.09

0

SDI WIG

0.02

0.07

0

SE

1936.1

0.7

-0.58

5.84

577.8

3935.5

0.47

-0.35

10.25

0

0

0.88

3.75

17.29

0

0

0

0.77

4.9

30.9

0

Source: Thomson Reuters, authorial calculation.
Note: SD – Standard Deviation; MAD – Median Absolute Deviation; SE – Standard Error.
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